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Eye Dream
This is a re-creation of a painting I made in a dream. 

Sailor’s Delight
This painting hosts an exploration of human anatomy 
represented in the underwater realm.
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Letter from the editor
Dear readers,

This year felt like a fever dream as we’re living amongst the constant changing events in 
the news; from COVID-19 vaccines and change of presidencies to circumstances in our 
own personal everyday lives. I know many people (including myself) are ready to get 
back to “normal life” and to move past the nightmare of the lockdown. In a silver lining, 
I found many people discussing their memories before the pandemic, and I grew quite 
close to those I had to face every day. Maybe because of the vastness in the city of 
Chicago, it’s easy to forget each person’s individual life and story. I took great pleasure 
reading and experiencing the same emotions that our students expressed through their 
artform ranging from love, grief, desperation, and gratitude. 

We at The Wright Side magazine purposely chose art and stories that made us remember 
who we are as a person. We hope as a reader you feel our artistic medium that once was a 
fleeting dream is now a form of expression that we’re happy to share with you. 

I hope you find our magazine as colorful and daring as we do. 

Sincerely,
Emmanuel Ali 
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Ethan Thomas Campus

That mourning felt normal 
You woke up. 

A bed in the center of the room; Leaving you laid out 
Like Jesus on the cross 
Forgiving generations of faulty genes and failure 

We let you die 
Hospital bills rack up after 6 years and a relapse 
Maybe they just couldn’t see you so sad 
Maybe if you put on a brave face and smiled more they wouldn’t have let you decide to 
stop breathing 

I wish I would’ve realized you were going to die, then 
I could have played catch up for the last six years 
I should have pulled you off your death bed 
And played Dinner with my friend Andre 

I don’t remember our last conversation 
I don’t remember talking much to you 
I’m sure dancing the devil for 6 years 
Matured you 

That morning felt normal, 
Until it got up and suplexed reality 
Leaving me in a endless forest of dead trees 
Not believing the forest was real 
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Insanity
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Suchecki

3 Grumpy



Bubblegum

The Windy City
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“Most of my paintings come from memories I had as a kid and 
being inspired by animated films. My idea at the time was to 
make an animated short. It got me to produce these illustrations, 
a story about a young girl who goes through life with a 
mushroom that has the soul of her grandfather.”

7
Orlando 
Martinez

Amanita



Across the valley Memories of family



Pass it forward

“Amanita is a personal project I plan to continue.”

- Orlando Martinez
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When the sun comes out, I know I’ve made it through another day 
When Monday morning creeps on me, I know I’ve made it through yet another weekend.

It didn’t take this much effort before.

Passing Time

13

Amaris Castro

Dan Finkelstein



Dan Finkelstein   16



When I get to the end of my block 
I reach into my pocket and smoke a cigarette 
I want the nicotine stains on my lips, 
and the smoke to linger in my parents nose 

The smell raises into my mother’s brain 
Making her high on her self-righteousness 
Creating rushes of worry and despair through her veins 
The smell of teen spirit lingers on me 

The walk home is lonely 
It’s the moment i’m disconnected from those I am comfortable with
But those three blocks home continue to be the best 15 minutes of my day 
Its when my head is the clearest 

Allowing me to hear every note the choir sings 
every thought that will soon betray me 
I wouldn’t trade that still walk home for anything 
It’s the only time I get to smoke a cigarette too 

Walking home makes me feel like myself 
The stillness of my neighborhood 
Shows me I am alone 
Allowed to be me 

Walking home leaves me in a paradigm 
Not the person I am: 
With friends, 
Or family 

Walking home makes me a singer 
The gospel sings behind me 
Asking me to grab my chest 
to pull out my bleeding heart 

Walking home makes me want to do things: 
Clean my room 
Do my homework 
Stop being a waste of space 

The Walk Home 
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Ethan Thomas Campus  Kaiping Alley   18

Jenny Tan
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Athena 
Contreras

“All my paintings represent landscapes and natural disasters.”





“I’ve fallen into an abstract way of painting simply 
because it’s much easier to express myself without 
frustration.”

- Athena Contreras
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Amaris Castro

Jenny Tan

There’s nothing but admiration for a child’s innocence. 
They knock a vase over? 
They didn’t know it’ll break. 
They steal? 
They don’t understand currency, only understanding 
“want”. They throw a fit? 
They know no other way to be angry. 
They sneakily eat snacks while everyone’s asleep? 
They’re hungry! 
They gain weight? 
How adorable! 

My jeans don’t fit? 
You’re fat, Grandma says. 

She’s the outlier, I guess.

Jeans are not a 
Girl’s Best Friend 
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Andrew the 
Rose Artist

“As an artist, I started in the simple countryside of Maryland, 
where I grew a sense of appreciation for nature. I was classical-
ly trained in the city of Baltimore. Once I finished my training, I 
sought fortunes elsewhere, which brought me to the city of Chi-
cago. Today I am active with the Chicago art community through 
my work with the Anysquared art community and other projects 
across the city.”

Project Logan Flower Mural



Chalk Hummingbird Chalk Owl
African Rhino

Colorful Beetle



Beautiful Beth Fish

Frog in Nature

32
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Raine 
Yung

“My mental health journey is one I’m always on, from therapy to 
creating art. Oftentimes my art is from the gut; it’s vulnerable and 
demands to be heard. A theme throughout my work is 
domestic abuse: experiencing verbal and exposure to physical. I 
haven’t been given the tools by my parents to create boundaries 
and leave what no longer serves me. Art has been my tool. I 
create art to speak my truth and expose the trauma we hide.”

Heart and Head Shake Hands



Happy Birthday to You and Me

Birthday Party (Capacity: 1)



Retraction



Mourning Glory   40

“In doing so, I hope to give others a place to stay for 
a few moments. To feel seen and understood, and to 
know they’re not alone.”

- Raine Yung
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Amy Pearl 
Lang

I Knew Before I Knew



Dreaming Vain Dreams   44

paper paintings



Jajuana Baker
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Caeda   46
I honestly wasn’t expecting to see anyone but my dad when I came home from school this summer. I already 
planned out my weekend getaway from college tests and papers: eat, sleep and eat. When I arrived home, my 
dad patted me on my shoulder, grinned and said, “There is nothing in the fridge to eat, why don’t you order 
some takeout?” Like clockwork. I didn’t walk to any place in particular either, just scurried around the mild 
city’s summer heat and saw the only pizza parlour on the block within walking distance. 

I came inside the lobby where music, cheese, and lights filled the air. The laughter from behind the scenes gave 
to a homely atmosphere and balanced out the absences of patrons. 

After ordering and waiting a while, a guy calls to me from behind the counter and says, “Hey, uh we outta sau-
sages so we’ll hook you up with two 3 cheese pizzas, is that cool?” I nodded my head yes. After all, two pizzas 
are better than one. I thanked him and laughed, “Wait, you won’t lose your job over an extra pizza will you?” 

“Nah, we’re closing the shop down. You got the last pizza that’s ever gonna be sold here.” 

After disappearing into the back, he emerged with his coat on. “The manager’s got ya.” he murmured before 
disappearing out of the door and into the streets. 

I waited on the bench near the entrance (in suspense), listening to the sounds of steam and a faint radio hum-
ming from the kitchen. As I was daydreaming and looking out the window, my thoughts were interrupted by a 
raspy but feminie voice called out “ayyy!” 

I saw a woman point a pizza cutter towards me through a small window divide and cackled. “Listen, imma

Emmanuel Ali
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finish and you wait for me aight?”

“Who was that woman?” 

All of the lights in the back of the parlour began to turn off and the music stopped. She opened the employees 
only door. “Here go ya pizzas.” I recognized her face up close right away. Oh, it’s Caeda. 

Caeda became... an interesting person to me in my past. I remember when we first met at a neighborhood 
summer camp in middle school. We were a part of the same group and Caeda was the only black girl in it. It 
took me a while to notice that she never talked to the other girls around the camp. I carelessly chalked it up to 
her notoriously headstrong nature. Plus, she was always the last one to arrive and always seemed a hot mess.
 
It wasn’t like our guidance counselor was directing the group anyway. She was always preoccupied whether it 
was talking to the other counselors, texting, or being on the phone. She was always overdressed for the 
summer.

On one particular week, the camp coordinators told us we will be taking a trip to the state park. Caeda loudly 
groaned. “Fuck nature. We in Chicago!” she complained as we left the building. “Now now, don’t be like that,” 
said our counselor nonchalantly staring at her phone. “Don’t you wanna get out the city?” 

“Naw.” 

The counselor began walking to her car and called out to us. “It’ll be good for you though. See you tomorrow!” 
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She drove off without looking back. She didn’t see Caeda’s scowl. 

“Let’s go.” she motioned to me. Caeda and I walked together from the school where the camp was being held. 
It was a 15 minute stroll from my house. Even though she walked with me, she never allowed me to accompa-
ny her to take the bus from my block to her house. This was especially weird since her bus route goes directly 
to her house from the camp. It wasn’t like we were close either.... at least I didn’t think so. Every day, I’d have to 
listen to her nitpick about the school, the teachers, the program, how much her legs hurt, etc. And every day I’d 
try to interrupt her by asking “Caeda, why don’t you just go home on the bus from the school?” I didn’t want 
her stress! 

But every day she’d ignore me. Just going on and on. And everything I said would go through one ear and out 
the other. I wouldn’t get a word in. When we’d finally arrived at the bus stop near my house, she’d have this 
smirk while climbing on the bus. She never said goodbye. 

On the day of our nature walk, we were driven to the state park on a school bus. The counselor was already 
there. She wore a pink blazer and matching skirt today. It took Caeda a while to show up but when she finally 
got on the bus, she only uttered one thing and it was to the boy sitting next to me. 

“Move.” 

Caeda wanted the window seat. She was bent over holding on to her stomach with her head against the back 
of the seat in front of us occasionally glancing out the window. I really didn’t want to get her going but she was 
eerily silent. “Umm, you need sumthin for your stomach?”
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“I took a Tylenol.” 

“Oh aight, just wait for it to kick in then.” 

It was my only pathetic attempt to reassure her. 

When we got off the bus though, she stood upright as if nothing happened at all.
We were directed by a park ranger and they showed us trees and other environmental stuff. I don’t know, I 
wasn’t paying attention. Lunch came and when I realised I wasn’t being interrupted, I noticed Caeda was gone. 
I left the campground to look around for signs of her. I found her amongst some bushes (hiding?) hunched 
over. 

“The pain is back?” 

“Ah.. ma fucking stomach!” 

“Let me get the counselor...” 

“No! Just help me to the bathroom!” 

I waited on the side of the bathroom’s entrance. I heard her reeling in pain not saying a word. Someone walked 
past and she called my name worriedly. 
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“Yeah, I’m still here. Why don’t you want me to get help? I feel like I’m not the most qualified person for this 
situation so... at least if you don’t want to talk to the counselor, let me call your mom?”

“No... I’m tired of feelin’ like a burden”. She fell silent and then I heard her beginning to cry. “I don’t even live 
with ma momma! I live with ma granny! I don’t really know my parents like that!” Her words began to brew 
with rage. “I gotta look after my damn self! I gotta take care of ma granny! I gotta do errthing!” Our counselor 
finally showed some initiative and found us. 

“Where have you and Caeda been?!” she pressed. 

“Caeda needs help inside. She’s going through it.” 

The counselor went inside to help and I heard the creak of the bathroom stall. “Oh my God! Pads...Pads…” The 
counselor kept repeating “It’s gonna be ok dear!” because Caeda started freaking out big time. They eventually 
left out with the counselor’s blazer wrapped around Caeda’s waist. 

Caeda’s face was sullen with defeat. 

The parlour’s lights turned off for the last time. “I’m surprised you recognized me right away!” I said coyly. She 
pushed the pizza boxes into me and held the door open. We walked out into the stiff and humid night and ar-
rived at a worn, grey sedan when I snickered. “I see why you’re closing down the joint if this is all you gettin’!” 

She remained silent as she opened her front door. I noticed something which caused me to plop the boxes on
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top of the roof of the car. “Is that…?” I pointed to the baby seat in the backseat. “Why are you so nosey?!” She 
retorted. She leaned in and started the car. “That’s cool though, I’m happy for you.”

She looked at me and stared at my face. “Ya look good,” I continued. “I’m happy you found something.” She 
didn’t budge. Did she want me to say something about that summer? “I’ve been doing pretty good,” I felt myself 
stammering a little. “I’m on break from college so I’m just in town for a little.” She held her strong glaze still. 
“Umm… it was good to see you…?” She looked in the distance where a bus arrived at a stop. Guess that wasn’t 
it. 

I tried to search for something in the past and everything that happened began to flow back in my mind. I 
thought about how hard it was to take care of her grandma let alone herself. Something told me that wasn’t 
what she wanted to hear either. “Did you have fun?” 

I don’t know why I blurted it out but it was the best thing that came to mind. Suddenly, she hugged me and 
pecked me on the cheek. “It waz good to see you too.” I was caught off guard but I rolled with it. I pressed her 
head against my shoulder as I heard the loud humming from the bus passing by the parking lot. She jerked up 
and gave me a small push. I think she started to give me her renown sneer but she then looked at the ground 
before looking up. 

 52

I wish you could’ve seen Caeda’s smile.



Generations

Raine Yung ‘Lita’s Home   54
 I grew up there; I didn’t really know what to think of it. It was the place where she raised me. She is the 
woman who taught me to speak my first language until it wasn’t. My ‘lita lived on the same block as I did. My 
grandma and ‘lita were always on the same block, before I was alive, and deep into my parent’s childhoods. Down 
the block she always had toys. Except, I didn’t play with them: I painted while watching a VHS tape on repeat. 
 I sat right next to my ‘lita’s coconut head sculpture and more tapes that cluttered the darkly lit room’s coffee 
table. Her living room’s walls were filled with my preschool finger paintings of caves on cliffs that I taped to her 
ugly wallpaper. Her entertainment center was a large wooden box where my dad’s old karate trophies from when 
he was younger lived on top, and a few Chuck E. Cheese’s sketched photos of my ‘lita and I. There had also been 
two lamps on either side of the living room; they were the only source of light for that dark room, aside from the 
windows, hidden by heavy curtains that she seemed to never want to uncover. There was the same dirty and dingy 
old red carpet, whose true color wasn’t seen until she sold the house. 
 From the living room was the dining room. On top of the table was a gigantic stack of large red legal paper 
that my ‘lita bought for me. The table sat in the middle of the room, one side was for people to walk through and 
the other was for me, and my playroom. No one used the table because there always seemed to be stuff on it; it 
didn’t matter much to me. 
On the occasion that I would play with toys, I had Barbies, dollhouses, and plastic princess heels with Disney 
princesses plastered on top of the plastic straps. I had puzzles and a small stool to sit on. There were times where 
I’d hide under the dark table and weave myself 

Athena Contreras
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through the chairs so no one would see me; occasionally running across my titi’s cat, Tita’s, throw up or 
hairballs. 
 Underneath the table was Tita’s lair. She was lively, and for some reason never seemed to like me. 
Whenever I would walk past the dining room table, Tita, clawless and harmless, would attack my tiny toddler 
legs and slap me around, the way that cats do. I was never scared of her; I found her quite amusing. 
 Right next to the dining room was a door that I was told to never open. When I did, it turned out to be 
my ‘lito’s room. He would strum his guitar and sing me songs that the mariachis in Mexico do. He tried to 
teach me, but my tiny little fingers have never been able to strum a guitar as beautifully as he could. 
 Further in the house was my ‘lita’s room. I never found it weird that my grandparents lived in separate 
rooms, it’s something that just was. My ‘lita’s room was small, she had a large vanity on one wall, and her bed 
on the other. At the end of the room was her small t.v. where she’d watch Portuguese telenovelas that were 
dubbed in Spanish; those shows always confused me because the lip syncing never seemed to add up. Below 
her television was her drawer full of clothes. And right next to that drawer was a closet full of clothes, and in 
front were more piles of clothes. 
 When I’d walk deeper into the house, there was a hallway. The hallway had tiles: the cheap ones that I’d 
always seen in Mexican households to make an attempt to seem like your family could afford good flooring. 
From the start of the Mexican tiles was a door. The door led to a set of stairs and up them would be my great 
grandma’s apartment. I would go there sometimes. 
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 My great grandma, tia, and my two tio’s Chevey and David lived there too. My tio’s had always 
intimidated me, but maybe that’s because they are old and not as lively as me. 
 Next to the doorway that led upstairs was the bathroom. The bathroom was where Tita ate and had her 
litter box; hiding behind a beach towel that hung off a ladder that leaned against the high wall. My ‘lita 
proudly hung my student-of-the-month shirt on the wall. Her messy stacks of newspapers and magazines lied 
right next to the toilet. And in order to turn on the light I had to jump off the pile of magazines because the 
light wasn’t meant for a small kid to touch. The sink next to the toilet was a pink color, the same color of the 
pink clay that covers houses down in Mexico. The sink was stained a brown color in the center and the mirror 
above was small and always mucky, but I didn’t care. 
 At the very back of the house was the kitchen. There were many other rooms that didn’t seem signifi-
cant enough to remember, however, the kitchen was something else. It had spices covering the table, the gas 
stove that my ‘lita always struggled to start, and the refrigerator with a variety of magnets and a never ending 
amount of popsicles. Nothing in the house was ever bright, it seemed to feel like a sad orange. There was 
never any sunlight exposing itself within the home, only cheap light bulbs hanging from the ceiling, and the 
static filled televisions’ reflections on the walls. 
 Before the kitchen, across from the bathroom, was a room that was once my titi’s, and soon became my 
dad’s, and then my ‘lita’s. For the snippet of time that the room had been my dad’s was when my parents were 
separated for some time; it was a recurring thing, to seperate. One day mom took me to my ‘lita’s house. It was 
unusual to see my mom in the house since I was usually there when it was only my ‘lita and me. I colored my 
coloring books that my ‘lita 
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bought for me, and my mom disappeared deeper into the house, into that room. I colored until I realized I was 
alone. I left the coffee table and searched the house to find my mom, she had been with my dad, who was 
crying, in that room. He was lying down on his bed and she had noticed me, telling me to stay outside the 
room while trying to calm him down. I watched from the doorway, and suddenly my dad punched the wall 
with the side of his fist, still crying but in pain. The last thing I recall is my mom rushing me out of the room 
and telling me to go. The hole was never repaired. It stayed there for years, and was covered by a poster of a lit 
up christmas tree. 
 That wasn’t a home, let alone her home. The coffee table with the coconut head was stacked with VHS 
tapes. The stacks kept on growing, but even I couldn’t watch all of them. The table only had a small space, the 
size of an eating mat that was cleared for me to paint and draw. The dining room was a place where no one had 
dined for decades because of the amount of clutter my ‘lita insisted she needed that was piled on the beautiful, 
put to waste, table. The fact that my ‘lito and my ‘lita had different rooms didn’t make sense until I started to 
put the pieces together. I learned they’d been separated for a decade. The bathroom that always had me 
unsettled, had roaches running around the walls and inside of the appliances like my titi’s hair dryer. My ‘lita’s 
room was so small because she couldn’t admit she’s a hoarder. My dad punched the wall because my mom 
didn’t want to take him back after cheating, and he refused to take his bipolar disorder medication. The 
kitchen was always a force to be reckoned with. The pantry wasn’t one you were allowed to walk in due to the 
sheer amount of cardboard boxes and bags that crowded the floor, having built the height of a 10 year old. The 
dish rack that had allowed cockroaches to crawl on freshly washed plates and utensils still unsettles me. The 
freezer that was never ending in popsicles had dead frozen insect bodies as neighbors. The television would 
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static when the microwave was on. And the microwave had dead cockroaches visible in the microwave timer. 
The more I grew up, the less I visited. There is always the nostalgic effect that happens when I walk by that 
house. I used to be able to scare her when I’d see her watering her plants by jumping up behind her. I used to 
be able to say “Hi.” to my tios in the morning before school when I’d wait for the bus and they’d just be coming 
back in from the night shift. I used to be able to sneak into her house by grabbing the hidden key that only so 
few knew about. I used to be able to remember a time where my ‘lito wasn’t an alcoholic, and how my 
grandparents had actually been together. There are so many things that I loved about that dump of a hoarder 
house. But one day, my ‘lita sold her house, packed her bags and moved to Guadalajara, the home that’s hers. 



59 Gentle light 
Selfless beautiful creations
God’s chosen love lasting 
a mother 
Like a butterfly, it starts off as a Caterpillar 
Uphold and then compassionate giving her all turning into a butterfly. 
If a moth were to cross her path would she find eating silk was selfish or survival.
Butterflies can enjoy the day but the moth only loves the night light. 
Even if that light burns the moth keeps trying. The nightlight is much closer than
the sun. Unlike the butterfly, the moth only notices light. Never the world covered
in it.
A mother’s love 
A way of life
Devotion 
A sacrifice 
for mine
Sense Of loyalty 
God presents  
Your love 
From the womb 
Your kisses 
Providing warmth
Preserved 
Like a heart 
Muscle organ
Beats 60 to a hundred per minute  
I’m trying to think of how to grow from it. A mother’s warmth cradling her child
to listen to the sounds  of love
Strength 
And Guidance
Cherishing your promises 
24 hours 
360 days a year 
You deserve the world.

Sarai R. Murray

A Love
Beyond
Measure

Jajuana Baker
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My Brown skin is pigmented in all the right ways. 
The melanin protects me from the sun and makes me glow in the winter. 
My Brown skin does wondrous things for me, and yet many see it as a disadvantage. 

They see me as a criminal, as a non law abiding citizen. 
Even when I establish my career as a defense lawyer and aspiring judge, 
The opinions and views will remain the same. 
I won’t win, but I can help others be freed from the shackles of the legal system.

Brown Skin

Jules Vazquez

G
I
R
L
S

Raine Yung
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Crust, mantle, core, and solid rock 
Thousands of years old, flattening to shades and

triggers.
 

 Red, white, and blue determines the heart of
America but black turns you cold.

Nature is hardened to slogans “black lives matter” I 
mourn over a land originally stolen, another shade
gets me chosen to say black poems on behalf of my 

brothers and sisters.

What is my name tied to “say her name”

Imprinted as one of them. 
Shadowing and grooming poetry into Inaugurations.

For poetry is not dead.
We dig up old skeleton bones.

For those who want to listen with pulse.
To explore hidden figures, that may launch the power

of science into space.

My world is enslaved.

There is not an answer to “What it’s like to be a” on a
land that ain’t free.

United but divided now in discolored air.
Riddling death with a senseless breath.

Hallowed be thy name.
For His name to come.

Truly with Him shades of color will reign forever!

Critical Commentary 63

Sarai R. Murray

Katerina Chris
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Katerina Chris

I’m mad at our city, our state, our country
for not getting their act together
to get us all back to our lives, but no,
now we’re more separated than ever
I’m mad at our world, at its people
for being so hateful
pollution, destruction, racism, disease
will our land, our air, ever feel clean ?
I guess you could say I’m even mad at our creator
for creating us and then watching us struggle
as if we are some movie playing at a theater

Enough

68

J.M. Suchecki



Dead bones can fly better than eagles
because dead bones are full of life
and DNA and vitamins.
If snow covers dead bones the bones still
sing and dance with energy.

Dead bones propel the living onto thrones of gold
and sends trees on missions of love and desire.
If rain covers the bones the spirit rises in 
smoke that winds upward to heaven.

Dead bones are unafraid of cold winter winds
They bravely search for holiness  

Dead bones can fly 
better than eagles
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Dan Weinberg   70

Yiran Jing
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Elizabeth 
Schweitzer

“My grandfather painted beautiful watercolors. My mom 
painted with a beautiful rainbow of colors. I use colors as a 
tribute to them. I’ve always loved nature for its peacefulness, and 
try to see the world through the innocent eyes of my three year 
old son. I hope to brighten your day and give you a child-like and 
calming feeling.”

Journey

Colorado Path
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Tattianna Howard is a painter, arts instructor, community 
organizer, and practicing muralist from Chicago’s west side. She 
collaborates with local Chicago arts organizations, galleries, and 
individual artists producing live art, group exhibitions, and 
various arts programming. Her paintings explore her emotions 
of pain and evolution, reflecting herself in her sensually macabre, 
feminine imagery.

Tattianna 
Howard

Same Bones Different Skin
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Look how alone he is, trying to be whole again
Lying to his soul and looked out to see it rain again
He couldn’t pretend anymore 
For the way, she looked at him 
She was precious 
Memories of her white dresses
Maybe she was too reckless 
Hearing her voice made him breathless 
The endless cycle of silence stopped
Realize this isn’t what she’d want 
No longer would these thoughts haunt him
Just one more song
In an effort to move on

Euphonies 
77

Emmanuel Gomez fresh wound   78

Beth Schweitzer



You made me feel like I did when I was thirteen, so familiar,
you had me feeling alive and awake and connected to the ground.
And I believed again, like I did then. I believed in you.
We might have been friends then. You make me feel like we could have been friends then.
When I didn’t hate everything as much, when I didn’t want to hate you, or myself or all the things I
didn’t do. I think you would have liked me too.

Xbox 360 gaming console

Sara Walls

79 Emiliano Roque
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Sara Walls
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Per your 
request

Emiliano RoqueAs per your request

They were coming back from a friend’s holiday party, the snow and freezing chill caused her skin to go up 
in goosebumps, bare legs chilled from the ice in the air. Tipsy anticipatory silence also clung to them, she 
warmed with the memory of the nonsense that was the last few hours. Delicate hunger clung to her insides 
sliding down her ribs and settling comfortably inside the deepest parts of her want. Rubbing her thighs 
together as they walked reminded her just where her panties currently were, in the possession of the man 
trailing behind her, barely able to keep his hands to himself. Every time he would not so subtly reach out for 
her, her breath left her body and everything briefly stopped for a delightfully suffocating moment.

This had led her in the hours before to, dumbfounded, trail from one group to another. Christmas parties 
were for mingling anyway. He would pass close to her, breath passing over her bejeweled ear, whispering 
utterly despicable things, and she would melt. If she had cared it might have been embarrassing but she was 
determined to unreservedly embrace the full depth and breadth of her newfound sexuality, she was like a 
racehorse out of the gate, off to the races and not interested in denying herself any modicum of earthly 
delight.

And he was no one to deny her it seemed. The brief brushes were not too frequent but just often enough to 
make her yearn for another, mind scattered, this cycle of second long meetings made them incredibly rude 
party guests. With each passing orbit, the messages grew more and more depraved. Their brief 
touches, began almost as air passing between them but grew all too slowly to subtle gropes, 
accidental collisions, expertly timed and executed. She would brush her hand against his pants, his 
anticipation becoming more apparent as he would find his way farther up her skirt. And each time his 
broad, warm hand found its way between her legs, just for a moment, she would feel that same pressed
delight, unable to catch her breath and just as quickly he would move on.

This back and forth lasted hours, catching each other’s gaze from across their friends living room, blue green 
eyes flashing, instant electricity would catch them and suddenly they were the only ones in the crowded 
space. His sly smile nearly giving away the game to those around him. She was glowing, their not so subtle 
secret lighting her up from the inside. Each momentary glance she took begged him to cross the room and 
take her right on the couch she stood behind. Sneaking glances out of the corner of her flirtatious eye; damn 
the party she pleaded over her solo-cup cocktail, fully engaged in a polite conversation. It didn’t matter what 
or with who, just as long as she could catch his eye every so often.

Shifting in her stance, thighs rubbing together, relishing in their naughty secret. She had never done 
something so daring or explicit, it was exhilarating. In setting down their coats in a spare bedroom, dark and 
away, he had pressed into her back and requested her underwear. Nose brushing the back of her neck, arm 
around her waist. She inhaled, frozen stunned excited by his request. The smallest of smiles passed her lips.



I am a beautiful ottoman in some dead 
French woman’s townhome 
Folds of creamy pinky silk chiffon pleated  
in a row fanned for display 
Waiting to be sat upon,  

I am a strawberry tartlet, lush, ripe little  
heart shaped slices sugared just to your 
liking  
Ready to be eaten  

I am a vigil candle, warm wax drips over  
my rim  
Glistening at attention  
Waiting to be snuffed out  
Waiting to be preyed upon and re lit 
 
I am a new book, fresh, wet,  
Please, crack my spine and thumb  
through my pages 
eager to be read…
 

B.R. [Before October 14th 2020]

Sara Walls

83 Latashia Morton
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